Signs up on app , selects time slot on
app, and waits for driver to come pick
up laundry,

pre laundry

Signs up on website, goes
to store front , and gives
employee details of wash

Driver recieves information from
app, goes to pick up location
and puts laundry in van, and
goes on to next location.
Gives employee
details of of
laundry and it is
collected.

Person 2 walks
into the storefront
to hand in laundry.

Driver goes around all day
picking up laundry at selected
time slot according to app.

Employee collects laundry all day.

Clothes from storefront get picked up
from vans at points during the day.

Vans collect laundry from
individual houses and storefronts
and bring them to the warehouse.

App lets person 1 select
time slot for pick up and
gathers laundry details.

Signs up on
Website.

Employee inputs
specifications of
laundry into website,

washing
Employee bring
laundry to industrial
washer area.

Employees wash and dry clothes individually
according to info from comp & app.

Employees then fold clothes according to whether
they will be hung or in draws then they go back.

Driver brings all the
wash from industrial
area back to storefront
and homes.

Driver brings all the
wash from storefront
and homes to
industrial area.

Website and App lets employees know how they
prefer their clothes cleaned dried and folded.

App lets drop off person
know that their laundry
has been done and is on
its way back.

post-launder

Gets message from
phone that driver will be
there soon and collects
clothes from driver.

See’s that her laundry is done
and on her way back from
work stops in the storefront
and gets laundry.

Driver collects laundry from warehouse
and drives it back to the storefront and
houses.

Employees set up laundry to be given
back to the people who have dropped it
off and will come back in and pick it up.

Laundry is collected
back at the storefront.

Employee gives
Person 2 her laundry.

Person 2 comes in to
the storefront.

Van drives laundry back from the warehouse to
the storefronts and individual houses.

App lets person 1
know the driver is
on their way.

Website lets person 2
know when their laundry
is back at the store to be
picked up.

